Days of the Week Correspondences

**MONDAY**

**Colour For Today***

**SILVER**

The metal which corresponds to the Moon and the feminine energy! And in ancient times conveyed wealth and riches!

A powerful colour which can bring emotional, mental and physical balance. It is the colour of wisdom, sophistication (think grey-haired elders!!) and glamour!!

Silver is considered to be cleansing, illuminating & shows the way forward, especially when it comes to being open to new ideas!! If this colour is unbalanced with reds/browns then the wearer can experience mood swings and delusions via the Lunar cycles.

Bright Blessings xxxAngie n Ianxxx the w/TcHeS BaZAaR

**Colour of the Day: White**

Is the lack of any color, while containing all colors. Since all colors are present, white does everything on all levels: physically, emotionally, mentally and spiritually. White is about purity, innocence, softness, illumination, release, brilliance, radiance, transcendence, merging with your higher power. In relation to the physical body, it is good for everything as the innate intelligence of the body will take whatever colors it needs. Resonates with all Chakras.

Bright Blessings xxxAngie n Ianxxx the w/TcHeS BaZAaR

**Moon Stuff!**

- The unconscious mind
- The feminine principle
- Receiving, negative polarity (as opposed to the Sun – projective, positive polarity)
- Water (and sometimes Air) Element
- High Priestess Tarot Card
- Ajna (3rd Eye) Chakra
- aka Luna or Diana
- Willow & Magnolia Trees

**Diana - Goddess of the Moon**

Roman Lunar goddess, Diana was also patroness of the hunt and guardian of the forest.

Call on Diana to protect animals, children and woodland

"Goddess of the Hunt, Lady of the Bow, I ask you now, the way to show.
I pray you bless me from this hour, With your strength, with your power. Through times of sorrow and times of strife, Help me make the most of life!"

Blessings! xxxAngie n Ian
**The Path of Witchcraft**

***DISPELL THE WITCHCRAFT MYTHS AND UNCOVER YOUR WITCHY PATH***
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**TUESDAY**

---

**Colour For Today**

***Red***

A very strong and noticeable colour, red is often used as a warning colour. It is, however also associated with lust, passion, energy, blood and war (hence why it is associated with Mars (planet and god!))

Red is an energising colour because it connects to our Root Chakra - our true connection to infinite energy and abundance! It can also stimulate the apatite (as it connects to our elimination organs)

You can balance out red with pink or white as too much red can be irritating!!

Bright Blessings

xxxAngie n Ianxxx

the wTiCheS BaZaAr

---

**Mars - Day - Tuesday**

The Red Planet - named after the Roman god of war. Its colour is due to the rusty iron oxide dust layer on its surface. Mars can be seen in the night sky (when it's close enough) with the naked eye glowing faintly red.

You can tap into the Mars energy when casting spells for protection, strength (mind & body), confidence and sexual encounters...

xxxBBxxx Angie n Ian

the wTiCheS BaZaAr

---

**Mars Stuff!!**

Tarot Card: The Tower Chakra: Root Element: Fire!

Plants/Trees: Pine; Tobacco; Cypress; Aloe

Metal: Iron Colour: RED!

Blessings! xxxAngie n Ianxxx

---

**Colour For Today**

***CRIMSON***

Shows us the Hollographic nature of life, facilitates the crystallization of the Inner Self. It reveals that we are all made of the same stuff! Stardust!

Connects to the Earth Chakra - below our feet – and is where we find grounding and our energetic connection to Gaia

Bright Blessings

xxxAngie n Ianxxx

the wTiCheS BaZaAr
The Path of Witchcraft
***DISPELL THE WITCHCRAFT MYTHS AND UNCOVER YOUR WITCHY PATH***
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**WEDNESDAY**

**Colour For Today***

***BROWN***

Happiness...Joy...Creativity...
Warmth...Pleasure...Generosity
Wisdom...Sexuality...Immune system
Excellent for depression, fear, circulation, relaxation & hormonal system

Bright Blessings
xxxAngie n Ianxxx

**Mercury Magick!!**

A simple way to ‘tune into’ Mercury’s energy (for enhanced communication, learning, perception or magickal prowess)

Firstly, use one or more of the crystals below to meditate with and get clear on your goal.

Then draw the symbol for mercury on your altar (or on the floor for added oomph!) using powdered erbs (choose from the list below) mixed together.

Ask Mercury to grant your goal (use your own words) whilst focusing on the symbol (or standing inside it)!

Then keep a record of your day in your BoFIS.

Crystals: Opal, Agate, Merlinite, Amethyst, Citrine

Eras: Wormwood, Valarian, Parsley, Elder, Lavender, Horehound, Dill

Blessings! Angie n Ian

**It’s Odin’s Day!!!**

• God of gods and of war
• Leader of the Wytde Hunt & Psychopomp
• Master of Mystery, Majick & Scrying

One way to connect with Odin is to use the drum vibrationally connects to the Earth Elemental.

Perfection here is not the goal, self-expression IS!

xxxBBxxx Angie n Ian the wtChes BaZAAr

**Colour For Today***

***Grey***

Grey can be seen in different ways! - either as boring and depressing! OR as a colour of stability, and wisdom!! It IS neutral as it is the transition between two colours (black and white). It creates an atmosphere of calm as it is neither one colour or the other! And will balance out other colours (play down bright colours & big-up softer ones)

Whilst the colour grey may not be seen as particularly glamorous, it does provide a firm foundation from which to dispense your energies!

Bright Blessings
xxxAngie n Ianxxx
The Path of Witchcraft

---

Days of the Week Correspondences

**THURSDAY**

**COLOUR OF THE DAY: GREEN**
- cooling, sedative, calming, healing, heart center, love, curiosity, expansion, nature
- spells around fluidity, money/prosperity, trust, truth, new beginnings & harmony
- in the physical body: liver; eyes; lungs; pituitary gland; any kind of growth; anti-inflammatory; bones & joints
- Heart Chakra - vocal tone AH (as in mAA)

Bright Blessings
xxxAngie n Ianxxx
the witTeHeS BaZAaR.

**COLOUR FOR TODAY ***Amber***
- The colour amber ranges from a golden yellow all the way through to a light brown. As an energy it relates to the masculine and the Sun & Earth (both the god & goddess)
- The 'crystal' Amber is not actually a crystal, but fossilized resin from eons ago!! It will help you to tune into ancient wisdom and activate the DNA memory of our Ancient Ancestors!!
- It is a powerful cleanser of mind, body & soul and is a highly protective stone too!

Bright Blessings
xxxAngie n Ianxxx

**JUPITER STUFF!!**
- Jupiter is the largest of our planets and as such it acts as our Protector :)  
- Jupiter’s healing energies are carried by Solar winds to the Earth
- 528 hz is the healing frequency of this amazing being - the vibration of DNA Healing!!
- Linked to our immune system, energy conservation, cell formation & food assimilation
- The energy of Jupiter is of expansion, generosity, warmth and happiness
- Crystals for Jupiter include: Tanzanite; Sapphire; Lapis Lazuli; Turquoise & Citrine

Blessings! xxxAngie n Ianxxx

**IT’S JUPITER DAY!!**
- Jupiter is our protector and as such it brings in abundance and prosperity.
- Jupiter colours are green/gold
- A good mantra for today is: I am open and receptive to all the abundance of the Universe. Repeat as necessary, add abundance crystals, flowers, maybe a pic of Jupiter, light candles and make the ritual as simple or involved as you wish!

xxxB3xxx Angie n Ian
the witTeHeS BaZAaR.
Days of the Week Correspondences

FRIDAY

Colour For Today
***ROSE***
Unconditional LOVE
Self LOVE
Self-acceptance, non-judgement
Gentle, soft in the joy of giving and receiving LOVE

Bright Blessings
xxxAngie n Ianxxx

VENUS
Crystals to tap into the energies of Venus
Rose Quartz
Emerald
Green Calcite
Malachite
Jade
Lemon Crysoprase
Mangano Calcite

Blessings! xxxAngie n Ianxxx

Venus - Day - Friday
• The planet of affectionate LOVE, music, friendship, and art
• Venus is a skilled mediator, so can bring polar opposites together in harmony and balance
• In our physical bodies Venus rules our sense of smell, as well as governing kidneys, cell formation, blood and the sex organs
• KEYWORD: Relating

Bright Blessings
xxxAngie n Ianxxx
the.witch.sŋ on IG & tropR

Colour For Today
***Lavender***
Representing elegance, and femininity, this colour has been associated with refined, wealthy women! Get yer lavender frocks on peeps!! It is considered to be the grown-up version of pink! In Nature, the most delicate and precious of flowers include: violets; orchids; lavender; lilacs. Whereas deep purple has a mystery, the colour lavender suggests more around uniqueness/specialness! This colour can also awaken feelings of nostalgia & romance :)

Bright Blessings
xxxAngie n Ianxxx
the.witch.sŋ on IG & tropR

Blessings!
**The Path of Witchcraft**

***DISPELL THE WITCHCRAFT MYTHS AND UNCOVER YOUR WITCHY PATH***

**Days of the Week Correspondences**

**SATURDAY**

**Colour For Today**

***Indigo***

Creativity and intelligence are represented by the colour blue. It has a calming effect on the psyche and it inspires loyalty, wisdom, strength and trust. Indigo is the colour of the 3rd Eye chakra - your inner knowing & wisdom! And your 6th Sense! So any kind of psychic work is accessed from here. Indigo is the colour of the night sky as the stars begin to appear (my favourite time!) and is the magick colour adopted by Magis, Wizards & prophets. It is knowing without knowing that you know!! :)

Bright Blessings

xxxAngie n Ianxx

**Satur(n)day**

Our second largest planet it has at least 62 Moons!! And windspeeds of 1,118 mph and lightning storms which last for months!

Spells around Saturns energy include:

- Home-related issues
- Brainstorming projects being firm in your goals
- Endings of any kind
- Weight loss
- Releasing negative habits

xxxBright Blessingsxxx

Angie n Ian

the wTEHeS Bzzaar

**Sublime Saturn-Day!**

- SATURN'S COLOUR IS BLACK. VELVET FOR ALL US WITCHES!
- SATURN'S ENERGY IS ONE OF PROTECTION, PURIFICATION, VISIONS AND ENDINGS.
- SOME OF THE EBBS ASSOCIATED WITH SATURN ARE:
  - AMARANTH, COMFREY, CYPRESS, PANSY & PATCHOULI.
  - CYPRESS AND PATCHOULI MAKE A MOST INTERESTING COMBINATION FOR A PERFUME OIL!

XXXBBXX ANGE N IAN

**Colour For Today**

***Black***

Often portrayed as being negatively-charged (think of words like 'blackmail', 'blacklisted', 'blackhole'), the colour black is an extremely powerful colour (or lack of!!) and conveys wealth and class (think of all the designer clothes that are made in black!!!) The colour black holds a mystery all of it's own as it is the colour of the hidden...the absence of all light.

It is the colour of power and control, and can prevent two-way communication because it is so powerful. It also absorbs negative energy - which is why it's a popular choice for Witches!!!

Bright Blessings

xxxAngie n Ianxx

the wTEHeS Bzzaar
Days of the Week Correspondences

**SUNDAY**

**SUN-day**
The radiant light at the center of our system... without it there would be no life! It also represents our will to live, our vitality, consciousness & spirit. The Sun governs the individual mind, energy, willpower and in the body it is the Heart, Circulation & General Health. Without the cooling & moistening aspects of our Moon, the Sun would burn too harshly...and so the Sun (god) & Moon (goddess) work as One!

Bright Blessings
xxxAngie n Ianxxx

**Colour For Today**
***ORANGE***
Happiness...Joy...Creativity...
Warmth...Pleasure...Generosity
Wisdom...Sexuality...Immune system
Excellent for depression, fear, circulation, relaxation & hormonal system

Bright Blessings
xxxAngie n Ianxxx

**Colour For Today**
***YELLOW***
The colour of our Solar Plexus Chakra – the heart of our power! It is the brightest colour our eyes can see! And is full of joy and energy (it is, after all, the colour of our Sun!!) It is related to learning (logical side of the brain), communication, self-analysis, focus and memory recall. It also enables the speedy movement forward in life (which explains why it can cause anxiety in some people)
To balance out yellow, mix with a light green/orange to take the edge off!

Bright Blessings
xxxAngie n Ianxxx
the wicTeHeS BaZAAr

**SUNDAY**
The day of the Sun
Our Sun is the symbol of the Elemental Fire
The Fire/Hearth was/is the heart of the home in the Kitchen
Therefore Sunday=Fire=Kitchen Witchery (Baking, Cooking, etc)
Enjoy your Baking Day!!
xxxBBxxx Angie n Ian twb
I'm Angie! And, yes I am a Witch, High Priestess, Soundscape Artist! Published author!! and Teacher of all things Witchy/Occult

I have, since childhood, been fascinated by what's really going on in the world....the why's and wherefores!! And realised quite early-on that there was something Witchy inside!

In my early 20's I began studying Witchcraft and almost joined a coven! Confidence was not something I had back then, and I allowed pressure from friends stop me! Over the years, I dabbled, always learning, through different media, about the magick of the world around us! But, I always kept it to myself, out of fear of what other people would think!

Time and getting older has been my best friend in being able to fully embrace my Inner Witch without fear, and with a sense of empowerment! It is this empowered Inner Witch that I am helping YOU to uncover!

As part of my mission to educate and empower people about the REAL philosophy of Witchcraft I decided to get creative and build a way to learn online - so many times I hear about fledgling Witches being overcharged for being in a Coven, or the politics of a particular group, even knowledge being shrouded in secrecy! Exasperating!!!

My stance has always been one of share the knowledge, else the Craft dies!! The Path of Witchcraft is a series of 3 courses (from the Micro Course- Embrace you inner Witch, followed by a mini-course for The Curious Novice, to a more in-depth course which will take you even further into the depths of the Craft!

The courses are a part of the wiTChes Bazaar philosophy, but are a separate entity too :) Brightest Blessings on your journey

xxxAngiexxx